WINE MENU 2017
HVP SIR IRSAI 2016
Elderberry and muscatel aroma, pleasantly spicy. On the
palate the taste is rich, aromatic. An easy wine for sipping,
with good structure.
glass: 1,450.- Ft bottle: 3,750.- Ft

FANTÁSTICO CHARDONNAY 2011
Complex, beautifully balanced wine with a bold structure. The
ripe notes from the late harvest and the melon-banana taste
notes are accompanied by a nice influence of the oak.
glass: 6,300.- Ft bottle: 22,000.- Ft

TANTARA PINOT NOIR TONDRE 2012
Another dark fruit Pinot, this time highlighted with truffle,
leather and some chocolate thrown in as well. 142 cs
produced
bottle: 24,990.- Ft

HVP CHARDONNAY 2016
On nose scents of citruses and tropical fruits. On the palate
rounded, well-balanced. Refreshing acidity.
glass: 1,450.- Ft bottle: 3,750.- Ft

FANTÁSTICO MALBEC ASSEMBLAGE 2013
The soul of Argentina appears in this wine. Malbec, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merlot. Ripe tannins, vanilla, pepper, blueberry
and some chocolate notes are dominating.
glass: 3,690.- Ft bottle: 9,900.- Ft

FANTÁSTICO IRSAI BRANDY
Impressive, charming scents. Elegant, fresh, Muscat notes.
Amazing length with round, smooth body.
glass: 2,890.- Ft bottle: 15,900.- Ft

HVP PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 2016
The bouquet has an intensive raspberry and blueberry
fragrance on the nose. Raspberry dominates on the palate
with elegant crisp acidity.
glass: 1,450.- Ft bottle: 3,750.- Ft
HARASZTHY SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016
On nose gooseberry, freshly cut grass, lime. On the palate
intensive, long taste. Good acidity, refreshing sip.
glass: 1,920.- Ft bottle: 5,000.- Ft
HARASZTHY CHARDONNAY 2014
The oak barrel produces a smoky quality on the nose along with
a hint of coconut. Besides tropical fruits there are some buttery
notes. Full-bodied on the palate with a good acid balance.
glass: 2,270.- Ft bottle: 5,900.- Ft
HARASZTHY PINOT NOIR 2015
Nice fruits on the nose, primarily sour cherry. On the palate,
besides fruit, you will find the presence of weather-beaten
leather, coffee, tobacco and rounded notes produced by barrel
ageing.
glass: 2,990.- Ft bottle: 7,900.- Ft
HARASZTHY ÖREGHEGY 2015
Born on our Öreghegy slopes, from a blend of Chardonnay,
Szürkebar.t, Királyleánka and Zenit grapes. The leading notes
are white flowers, apricot and flattering hints of brioche.
Intensity and complexity
glass: 2,690.- Ft bottle: 7,000.- Ft
HARASZTHY ÖREGHEGY PINOT NOIR 2015
Born on our Öreghegy slopes. Thanks to the very low yield
management condense and complex wine. Concentrated ripe
fruits leading the taste.
glass: 3,650.- Ft bottle: 9,500.- Ft

TANTARA SANTA MARIA PINOT NOIR 2012
Went through a hand sorted and destemmed elaboration. Was
kept on fine lees until the 2013 of July. Hints of red fruits on the
plate shows the characteristics of a full-bodied Tantara Pinot Noir.
glass: 3,690.- Ft bottle: 9,900.- Ft
TANTARA SYRAH LEGERDEMIAN 2010
Went through a hand sorted and destemmed elaboration
while keeping it on fine lees until the 2010 of March. Its dense
ruby color with cherry highlights was soon followed by the
characterization of red and black berries while still keeping an
earthy, white pepper note.
glass: 3,690.- Ft bottle: 9,900.- Ft
TANTARA PINOT NOIR DIERBERG 2013
Dense red berry with cherry cola overtones, hint of orange
peel and spicy, smokey finish.
bottle: 28,990.- Ft
TANTARA PINOT NOIR ZOTOVICH 2013
Offers aromas of brown sugar, new oak, all spice and follows
on the palate with bold, ripe, dark fruits, dark cherry and plum.
Long finish.
bottle: 30,990.- Ft
TANTARA PINOT NOIR ZOTOVICH 2012
Blackberry and black cherry dominate the fruit flavors with a
touch of lightly peppered smoked meat. 150 cs produced
bottle: 30,990.- Ft
TANTARA PINOT NOIR LINDSAY’S VINEYARD 2012
Concentrated and intense, ultra ripe black cherry and tart
black current with generous fine grained tannin giving an
extended finish.
bottle: 24,990.- Ft

SOFT DRINKS
COCA COLA	
COCA COLA LIGHT
TONIC WATER
FANTA
SPRITE
MINERAL WATER 0,2
MINERAL WATER 0,7
ICE TEA
CAPPY 0,2
LEMONADE (JAR)
ESPRESSO
ESPRESSON DOPPIO
CAPPUCCINO
CAFFEE LATTE
ICE CAFFEE
DECAFFEINATED ESPRESSO
DECAFFEINATED CAPPUCCINO
DECAFFEINATED LATTE
TEA
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